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BEING A VISIONARY LEADER 

Vision & Mission: 

Vision is, before all else, the work of the soul.  

Peter Senge in his popular book, The Fifth Discipline: Developing Learning 
Organizations, says about vision:1 

"Vision is a set of guiding principles and practices and shared pictures of 
the future that provide energy that draws us into the future.  It is not a 
leader's charisma, not a crisis for which people galvanize into action, not a 
cookbook with step by step instructions.  Vision is the picture we carry 
around in our heads of what we want to create, a sense of commonality 
that binds people together for the greater good, and that uplifts people's 
aspirations.  Vision binds people together around a common identity and 
sense of destiny." 

Vision is less about identity than direction, less about who we are and more 
about where we’re going. By stating clearly our destination, a vision will 
inspire and challenge us to manifest, to make real, what we say our 
mission is.  

The practical work of having a vision lies in stating a mission, and putting 
our backs to the plough.  So, our mission is an expression of 
congregational calling.  It answers the questions, “Why do we exist?” and 
“Who do we exist for?” 

Visionary Leader: 

Visionary Leaders are those who can see the picture in their minds, but are 
capable of revealing the picture in such a way that others are able to see it 
as well. 

The role of a visionary is not to envision while the rest of us sit idle.  

																																																													
1 Quoted from Discerning Your Congregation's Future: A Strategic And Spiritual Approach by Roy Oswald & 
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Left alone with our predictable patterns, we erect an enormous amount of 
inertia. That is why it is so difficult to go in new directions. As Ronald Heifitz 
suggests, “There is no such thing as a dysfunctional organization, because 
every organization is perfectly aligned to achieve the results that it currently 
gets.”2 Thus, the role of a visionary is to pay attention to the little 
predictions that are naturally occurring within their brains and search for 
alternate pathways into the future. While visions are inevitable, visionaries 
who can lay aside the dominant patterns and discern more creative, 
capable, and productive patterns are quite rare. Visionaries are artists. And 
like artists, they come with many pallets and procedures. 

The demand for vision creates multiple visionary styles. Not all visionaries 
are alike. Just as several persons who witness the same event may draw 
differing conclusions regarding what just occurred, there are multiple 
visions of visionaries themselves.  

Here are six types types of visionary leaders3. 

The first type of visionary is the vision composer. Some visionaries are 
not only capable of, but also prefer working with a blank canvas, creating a 
new type of organization based upon the gifts of the persons within, the 
challenges of environment without, and the opportunities betwixt the two. 
This is probably the most prevalent image that we have of a visionary and 
in my experience, the rarest of visionaries as well. Very few leaders can 
create a totally new way of being or compose a completely new score for 
congregational activity. Vision composers do not fit neatly into the culture of 
most congregations. 

A vision facilitator is someone who can work within an existing 
framework to get the most out of the organization.  A vision facilitator 
works from a given pallet of colors and probably within a given context, and 
uses these assets in a way that others cannot see themselves. Vision 
																																																													
2	Ronald Heifitz, Alexander Grashow, and Marty Linsky, The Practice of Adaptive Leadership 

3 adapted from What Type of Visionary Are You, Alban Institute, 2012 
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facilitators can often see people using gifts that they are even unaware of 
possessing. The vision facilitator is still seeing things that others do not 
see, but people, more than ideas, create the horizon of this visionary’s 
sights. This type of visionary fits well into less hierarchical contexts. 

A third type of visionary is the vision adapter. This type of visionary can 
see how a new trend or a new resource might fit into their local context. 
This visionary leader is still envisioning something new within the life of the 
congregation that others cannot see, but the new thing is often clearly 
defined. In recent years, vision adapters have included those who have 
made use of the emphasis on missional church, blended worship, and 
seeker services and often work best in more hierarchical structures where 
more authority for change is positioned in the leadership office. The skill of 
this type of visionary lies in fully understanding their context and in knowing 
how to introduce and adjust the new technique so that it is accepted, 
embraced, and celebrated within the life of the congregation. A keen sense 
of timing is also a key device in the toolbox of the vision adapter. Vision 
adapters are able to implement ideas in places where few others would 
have even tried. 

A unique type of visionary that often surfaces during the crossroads 
of a congregation is the vision selector. The vision selector can 
preeminently see the implications of several different scenarios facing a 
congregation at a critical point in their history. Vision selectors help 
congregations both avoid disastrous decisions and embrace unique 
opportunities. Vision selectors help congregations reach out into the 
surrounding neighborhood, create a unique job description for an additional 
staff person, or build physical structures at the opportune time. Vision 
selectors have an exceptional ability to see how multiple options might play 
out in the life of a congregation, can play a key role in helping the 
congregation discern its best choice from an array of alternatives. 

Another desirable visionary in many situations is the vision detailer. 
Clearly, this type of visionary works best in tandem with those visionaries 
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who hold differing styles or patterns of visionary leadership. These 
visionaries see a level of detail that others just do not see. They are unique, 
with the ability not only to see the big picture represented by other 
visionaries but also to improve upon it. They see logistics and laborers, 
plans and possibilities that others cannot. With pallet and major portions of 
the vision already in hand, they can still astonish the appreciator of art and 
vision. 

The sixth type of visionary is the vision emulator. Vision emulators can 
see the once created vision at a different stage of development. The most 
notable example of a vision emulator is the leader seeking to set up a 
satellite location for a parent congregation.  

Visionaries come with varying tools and techniques, patterns and 
possibilities, but there is one thing they have in common: they can see what 
others long to embrace and make those visions accessible to others.  

Discussion Questions:  

1. What type of visionary are you? 

3. Which visionaries does Cedar Lane need the most? 

4. How could all, or even just some, of these visionaries come together to 
minister to the congregation and the community at large?  

 


